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A Recursion for the Farey Sequence
Represent a rational number f as an ordered pair (n, d) where n is the numerator and d is the denominator. The Farey sequence of order m, F m , is given by the recursion
where f 1 = (0, 1) and f 2 = (1, m) ( [Har02] , [Far16] , [Hal70] ).
The Farey sequence F m is the sequence of irreducible rational numbers { Starting with the null sequence, F m+1 may be computed from F m as follows:
We shall refer to the second (mediant) fraction in the else clause as a created fraction and denote the set of all created fractions in the transition from F m to F m+1 by C m . The number of elements in C m is ϕ(m + 1) where ϕ is the Euler totient function. We shall denote the (initial) value of s of a created fraction f by s f .
Properties
The following are some elementary properties of the Farey sequences generated using the above notation:
(1) F m is the Farey sequence of order m
These properties may be interpreted as follows:
(1) says that if F m is the Farey sequence of order m then F m+1 is the Farey sequence of order m + 1. (4) is a restatement of (3).
(5) is a special case of (4).
(6) says that the denominators of the fractions immediately preceding created fractions are all different. As the sum of the preceding and succeeding denominators of a created fraction is m + 1, the same holds for the succeeding denominators.
(7) is the special case of (6) where m + 1 is a prime.
Functions of the Farey Sequence Sequence
The above recursion for generating the sequence of Farey sequences may be used to describe properties of Farey sequences as a function of the order of the sequence. where Φ is the Euler summatory function.
